
The 
Newcomer 
A member shares a piece of literature that reminded them of 
the initial pain of getting clean 

I don’t know who wrote this, but it touched my heart.  The following thank-you note was 
included in the registration packet for a learning day in Ohio  It makes me think how I 
need to behave in my home group , or any group for that matter. 

Dear NA member, 
We haven't yet met but I want the take the opportunity today to thank you for your 
service.I know that when I'm ready you will have a safe place for me, a cup of coffee, a 
place to sit and , most importantly , a hug. 

I've been analyzed, counseled , reasoned with , prayed over , threatened , beaten, and 
locked up. I am spiritually devoid and slowly committing suicide as I use again and again 
against my will, each time expecting it will be different. I'm insane! My family hates me, as 
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Upcoming 
Events 

Good Morning 
Group’s 18th 
Anniversary 
April 10 7:30 am - 
10:00 am  
Unity Church of 
Christianity  
4211 Maize Road 
Breakfast and a 
speaker  

Better Late Than 
Never Spaghetti 
Sling 
April 12 5 pm - 12 
am 
Lower Lights 
Nazarene Church 
1066 Bellows Ave  
Dinner, traditions 
panel, auction, 
speaker, and 
spaghetti sling 

Women In 
Recovery Group 
Speaker Jam 
April 28 2 pm - 6 
pm 
Livingston Ave 
Methodist Church 
200 E Livingston 
Three speakers and 
food at cost 
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I hate myself. I have lost my job, my car, my home, and my self respect. My days are spent from the time I drag myself 
up until I fall back down, find the ways and means to get more. I smell bad, my clothes are dirty, and I haven't eaten or 
slept right in years. I lie, cheat, steal and sell everything I have, including myself, to use. 

I don't know why you love me but it gives me hope that i can find my way out of this hell. I know where my only chance 
is, and when you circle up and pray , please know that the power of the NA program is drawing me closer and closer to 
meeting you and learning about your new way of life. Who knows , if I don't die today,I might meet you at your home 
group tonight.Will you recognize me and remember where you came from? Can you share with me your experience in 
living the steps? Will you be my sponsor? Will you love me unconditionally? I hope I make it home soon….  

One-Liners 
So often I hear the phrases, " Trust the process" and 
"You are exactly where you need to be." In the 
beginning I thought these expressions were broad and 
generic phrases used by someone as a blanket 
statement for when they could offer me no guidance. I 
quickly began to hate these expressions. I cringed every 
time someone said them to me.  

How can I trust this process when I haven't trusted 
anything in decades?! How can I just put blind faith into 
this program from the start?! 

I learned, though, that being exactly where I needed to 
be meant that it was okay to feel these messy feelings , 
it was okay to want more from this life. I just had to trust 
the process and participate in my own journey. Recovery 
wasn't going to fall in my lap and leak into my spirit. I 
had to put in the work.  

I do that now by staying active with my step work, 
vigilant with my program, and trying to be a better 
version of me every day. Quitting the drugs was the easy 
part. This deep and thorough self excavation and search 
for serenity are the hardest things I have ever done. 

These simple one liners help keep it simple for me when 
my fear, over active imagination, and weak grip on 
reality are taking over my brain. Today, I still cringe 
sometimes when I hear these NA catch phrases, but 
now I see the value in them. I have hope because of 
them. They have helped solidify my faith that even a 
junkie like me can recover and learn to love myself. 

Shame 

When I was in elementary school, my mother said to me, 
“Love, if you don’t stop it, you’re going to go to Junior 
High sucking your thumb. And I did.  Years later would 
find her saying, “Love, you are going to go to High 
Shool sucking your thumb.” And I did.  
“You’re going to go to college sucking your thumb”. 
And I did. “You’re going to marry sucking your thumb.” 
And I did. I sucked my thumb until I went into rehab at 
the age of 29. That was one of my big secrets. It had 
grown in the dark, year after year, collecting more and 
more shame.  It turns out, all I needed to do was tell 
someone. Bring that long held secret up into the light, 
into God’s light where it might dissolve  and be healed.  
Regardless of the nature of the secret, it’s birthmother is 
so often found in a defect of character , which once 
promised to protect us. Our defects are not where we 
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are bad, but where we are wounded. I have had to bring 
my woundedness out of the darkness where it fed, 
sharing first with my sponsor, then perhaps with a select 
few until, finally, that which was once shroud and 
silenced in shame, becomes written material for this 
meeting. While this may seem a small thing, I can assure 
you, it is not.  

�

Disease Part 2 
Quentin H. 

Now that we're clean,  the battle doesn't stop.  
We fight everyday, just to stay on top.  
We fight and fight,  just to survive.  
We fight and fight,  just to stay alive.  
Our minds play tricks, tries to make us think we're okay.  
We must remember,  this disease won't go away.  
It will try to show up, in many different obsessions.  
Or anxiety, anger, loneliness, and depression.  
It's a miracle, everyday we stay clean.  
If you've been here,  you know what I mean.  
I will do right, just for today. 
No matter what it takes, I will find a way.  
To live a life, we must always strive.  
The only way to live, you must have the drive.  
If not we regress, to the bitter ends.  
Jails, institutions, and death, it never ends.  
We aren't bad people, we just did bad deeds.  
We did what we had to, to fill our "needs".  
But today we can do, the next right thing.  
We must stay strong, no matter what life may bring.  
Even with years clean, today we cannot use.  
We'll release it all over again, and we will always lose.  
Life will suck, but we still have to deal.  
Feelings will suck, but we still must feel.  
This disease is deadly, we must never forget.  
Even if we live, the relapse we regret.  
To my brothers and sisters, keep on fighting.  
Don't take that first one, no matter how inviting.  
No matter what, its something we can't do.  
Because this is the life of an addict, part 2!
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When I think of failing, it feels like that’s all I have been doing. Child 
support told me that I failed as a father. Society told me I failed 
because I am a felon. My addiction tells me I am a failure at life. But 
F.E.A.R. today means Face Everything And Recover. I know that my 
past is not who I am today, and with my Higher Power I have a choice 
to make my tomorrow better than was my yesterday.  So failure is not 
an option any more. In recovery, as long as I don’t use, I’m just were I 
need to be to continue to make my past exactly what it is….my past. 
As I said, fear of failure is the result of a thought of the past trying  to 
attach to today. But there is too much to accomplish, and I won’t let 
the fear win. I have nothing to fear because tomorrow is not even 
here. So if I’ve stayed clean today, I have not failed at all.  


